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Wasabi House 

"Traditional Japanese Meals"

Wasabi House is a traditional Japanese restaurant which is known for the

enormous portions of its sushi platters and its delicious combo meals.

Definitely a place to go to in a group, the restaurant has dinner combos

for four and party platters of sushi and appetizers such as the Small Maki

Plate, which has 60 pieces of maki rolls, or the Yakitori Tray, which has 14

skewers of meat. Along with traditional Japanese dishes, the restaurant

has innovative fusion offerings like Japanese-style pizzas with creative

toppings like unagi and buttrefish. The cozy ambiance created by the

paper lanterns, pots of flowers and quaint nick-nacks is perfect for a

family meal.

 +1 902429 3300  wasabihouse.ca/wasabi-house-

halifax/

 6403 Quinpool Road, Halifax NS
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Sushi Nami Royale 

"Japanese Delights"

Located within the Clayton Park, Sushi Nami Royale is a must go-to place

if you are a Japanese cuisine enthusiast or are craving for delectable

sushi. This softly-lit restaurant has a casual, laid back ambiance making it

a comfortable place. The menu is high on quintessential Japanese

delicacies like sushi, sashimi, maki, miso soups and tempura preparations.

Their Sweet Potato Maki, Teriyaki Salmon, and Spicy Tako Salad have a

cult following. Finish off your meal with a decadent dessert from their

tempting dessert menu. Come in to grab a quick bite with your friends.

 +1 902 457 3874  sushinami.ca/bayers-lake/  claytonpark@sushinami.ca  278 Lacewood Drive, Halifax

NS
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Tako Sushi & Ramen 

"Traditional Japanese Delicacies"

Tako Sushi & Ramen is a great place if you are craving Japanese food. As

the name suggests, the restaurant is mainly known for its assorted sushi

platters and delicious ramen dishes. Several other traditional Japanese

entrees such as the Teriyaki Dinner and Grilled Tofu Steak as well as a

number of traditional curries are also available here. The Hokkaido Ramen

and Tonkotsu Ramen come highly recommended as do the sashimi

sharing platters. With a modern interior tastefully decorated with

Japanese nick-nacks, the restaurant has a cozy and welcoming ambiance

which is perfect for a family meal.

 +1 902 405 8855  takosushiramen.ca/  takosushiramen480@gmail

.com

 480 Parkland Drive, Halifax

NS
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